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S1. Details of Rietveld refinements
Rietveld analysis up to 9.17 GPa was succeeded with the isostructural model of single XRD result of 4.22 GPa, 200 K and corresponding result is presented in Table S1 . However, the scattered intensity was highly affected by preferred orientation effect. Considering (I010/LP)/(I200/LP), which is calculated from the observed intensities of powder X-ray diffraction data, is about 0.06 (Ihkl is the observed intensity, L is the Lorentz factor and P is the polarization factor), whereas the calculation of |F010| 2 /|F200| 2 from the structural model is about 0.34 (Fhkl is the structure factor).Therefore, the structure factor ratio of (010) plane to (200) plane becomes less than one fifth in powder XRD experiments so as to need a correction of the intensity in Rietveld analysis. We carried out the correction by using GSAS package; the 6 th order spherical harmonic function was applied with a texture index of 1.68. As a result, the observed and calculated intensity show a good agreement ( Supporting information
S2. Determination of the crystal lattice symmetry of phase III & IV
Synchrotron single crystal XRD experiment was carried out at the KEK PF BL8B using a wavelength λ=0.6888Å , with the temperature regulated by a cryostat. Diffracted intensities were collected on an IP detector. The single crystal of Ta2NiSe5 was loaded into a hole of 180 μm in diameter in a SUS gasket.
The pressure was determined by the lattice constant of NaCl crystalline in a 4:1 methanol-ethanol mixture used as the pressure medium. The determined value of the applied pressure was 3.8 GPa. indicates that the orthorhombic symmetry at phase III is lowered to monoclinic symmetry at phase IV.
The transition temperature estimated from the temperature dependence of the monoclinic angle  (Fig.S2(e) )is about 200 K and it is likely to be consistent with the electrical resistivity measurement.
